Formulas are derived for the variance of sample means associated with finite state Markov processes. Results are presented to illustrate the use of the formulas for example processes.
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December [5] [6] [7] 1977 INTRODUCT ION Simulation of real world systems on a digital computer is now common place. When the system is a queuelng system, one of the most often derived sta--tistics is the average or sample mean number-ln-thesystem.
The utility of this statistic obviously lies in the fact that it is presumably an unbiased estimator of the equilibrium mean number in system. However, the simulator needs to know more than Just the value of such a statistic in order to make statistical statements concerning the true mean.
Specifically, if the statistic is highly variable across simulations, the result from a single simulation may be misleading.
The solution to this problem is the standard statlstlcal approach: use simulation data to estimate the variance of the average-number-in-system statistic and construct a confidence interval.
The approach in more detall is as follows (see Fishman [3] ).
Let N(t) be the number in system at time t and assume the simulation starts at time zero. Then the sample mean statistic at time t, N t, is given by t i Nt =i-iN(u) du 0 If we assume the N(t) process is covariance stationary, then the autocovariance of lag s, Rs, is given by R s " cov[N(t) ,S(t+s)] .
Let vat Nt denote the variance of F t. It is well known that the variance of a discrete average of n independent observations approaches zero as n Increases. If it is reasonable to assume that Nt is normally distrlbuted, that has a chl-square distribution, and that N t and m are independent, then a confidence interval for the true mean may be derived (see Fishman [3] ).
Procedures that have been proposed for estimating m use:
replication; subinterval sampling; spectral methods; autoregresslve techniques; and regenerative methods [3, 4] . Analytic methods for evaluating these estimators all rely on assumptions (large sample size, independence) which may not strictly hold in practice.
Thus, an empirical evaluation of the performance of an estimator m on systems for which m is known is desirable.
Such evaluations have been carried out [2, 3] ; however, they have been restricted to simple systems, such as the M/M/I queue, for which the true value of m can be calculated. It is not clear if the results of such evaluations can be extended to more complex systems.
With the intent of alleviating this sltuatlon, we present in this paper formulas for the direct computatlon of m and t vat N t for any finite state Markov process.
Proofs of theorems are included in an Appendix to the paper.
I. FINITE STATE MARKOV PROCESSES
In this section we sunmaarize the results we will need concerning finite state Markov processes. For additional information, the reader is referred to Cinlar [i] or Parzen [5] .
We consider a finite state Markov process whose state at time t > 0 is denoted by S(t). Let the finite set of possible states be s0,sl,...,s p and define the transition probability
that is, Pqr(t) is the probability that the process is in state s r at time t given that it is in state
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Sq at time zero. Since Pqr(t) = l, r the row vector
represents the conditional distribution of S(t) given that S(0) = Sq. As t becomes large, Pa(t) tends to a limiting distribution which does dot depend on q. We Rite = lim Pq(t) q = 0,1,...,p ,
t-kn
and call ~ the stationary or steady stat____ee distribution.
If the initial state S(O) of the process is chosen according to the distribution ~ we say we have steady state initial conditions.
In this case, the unconditional distribution of S(t) for any t • 0 is also ~; in other words, a process beginning in "steady state" remains in steady state.
We may form the matrix IF(t) whose rows are P0(t) .... ,Pp(t).
]P(t) satisfies the ChapmanKolmogorov differential equations, which in matrix form are
where A = ~F'(O) is the matrix of so-called transition rates, which uniquely determine the probabilistic structure of the process.
If A = (aqr) then for q ~ r, aqr _> 0 is the transition rate from Sq to s r. The row sums of the matrix A are zero, so that
If the process is in state Sq at any time, it remains there for a length of time T which has a negative exponential distribution with mean -I/aqq and then moves to state s r with probability aqr /k!oaq k k~q
The steady state distribution w may be obtained from A by solving the system of equations
The matrix P(t) can be obtained by evaluating
provided A has linearly independent elgenvectors. Here V is the matrix whose rows are the left elgenvectors of A and a0,al,...,a p are the corresponding elgenvalues.
In the above and subsequently, the expression
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December 5-7, 1977 dlag(x0,xl,...,x p) represents the matrix with diagonal entries xO,Xl,...,Xp, and zeros elsewhere.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Consider the finite state Markov process on the states sO,sl,...,Sp, having transition probability matrix ~(t[, a matrix A of transition rates, and a stationary distribution ~ = [~O,~l,...,~p]. Furthermore, let n = llm ]P(t) t-km be the matrix where p+l rows are all w.
Let n be a real valued functlen which assigns to each state s a number .(s), and define the process N(t) by
N(t) = .(S(t)) .
N(t) could, for example, represent number-ln-system at time t. It can be shown (see appendix) that under steady state initial conditions for the S(t) process, the N(t) process is covariance stationary, which means that EN(t) and cov(N(t+s), N(t)) do not depend on t. We therefore define under these conditions
It is easily seen that EN = I ~(Sq)WAs above we define
gt'~ °
We are interested in war F t. The proof of the following theorem is given in the appendix.
Theorem 1:
If the matrix A of transition rates has p+l linearly independent eigenvectors then the integral m = f RsdS exists and is finite. Moreover,
and under steady state initial conditions 
.(Sp)]
T " diag(~O,~l,...,~p)
It should be noted that the matrix inversions indicated are always possible, that is, the matrix A+R is nonsingular.
A second important result can also be derived. We may emphasize the dependence of m and t vat Nt on the matrix A of transition rates by writing m = re(A)
If A I and A 2 are two different transition matrices, we may inquire as to the relationship between m(Al) and m(A2) and between vt(A1) and vt(A2).
If A 2 = rA 1 for some r • O, the question can be answered as follows.
Under the conditions of theorem i, and 
where the ratios indicate it takes rt time units for the system described by the matrix A to achieve the Same convergence ratio as the system described by the matrix rA.
We may apply Theorem 2, for example, to the family of M/M/s/n queueing systems with arrival rate A and service rate ~. The matrix A of transition rates is 
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The results of section 2 are amenable to computer implementation. We give three examples. All values were calculated using the equations of theorem I. Note that the values of vt(2,1) for t = 5000,6000,7000,8000 can be deduced since the values vt(4,2) are known for t = 2500,3000,3500,4000.
E~ample 3. More complex systems can also be examined, although available computer storage tends to limit the size of such systems, in terms of the number of possible states. Table 1 Values of = and t v~r ~t for M/M/I/n q~eueing system with ~ = b and 9 = t var .~ n m t=500 1000 1500 t 2000 2500 3000 3500 ~000 Table 2 Values of n and t yam N't for ~u M/MI218 queueing system i t v~ ~ t " 500 i000 1500 L"~O00 '" Z~O0 JOOO ~UU ~t~JU Figure  i . In other words, the service times are represented as a sum of p independent exponential service stages, each with rate u, and the interarrival times are exponential with rate A. When the system state is Zero, the system is empty, and when it is k > 0, the system is full with server in stage k. Thus, the function representing number-ln-system is given by VARIANCE FOEMULAS .... continued Thus, as p becomes large, service time variance decreases, and in the limit as p-N~, service times approach a fixed length T.
The behavior of m = mp as a function of p was investigated (see Table- 3). When p -1 it is not difficult to prove that 2~U and this result was used to verify the values for p = i. It was discovered emplrlcally that for each ~ and T in Table 3 The effect of "staging" service times on m was briefly investigated for other systems (see Table 4 ). For these, the limiting behavior of m v as p~was unclear.
One problem is that the number of states in the process quickly becomes unmanageable as the number of service stages increases.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has presented formulas for the calculation of m and t vat N t under steady state initial conditions for finite state Narkov processes. The formulas can be used to evaluate procedures for estimating the variance of the sample mean from simulation studies.
The formula for m has been used in a study of startup policies [6] . 
APPENDIX
In this appendix, we give the proofs of the results presented in section 2. Throughout we presume a real-valued stochastic process N(t) with integrable sample paths, or more precisely that the set of integrable sample paths of the N(t) process has probability one. This is true in particular if N(t) = n(S(t)) where S(t) is a finite state Markov process.
It follows that the expression If, in addition, it is assumed that R t > 0 for all t, then lim t vat Nt " llm R t llm t vat % -2 f Rt dt l t'~ 0 can be derived using L'Hospital's rule. However, neither of these results is needed for the subsequent development. converges, in which case we will have m = 2h'TQh.
From (7) it is easily seen that the integral q does 
we obtain the result (i).
The proof of (ll) is analogous. If we let 1 t U(t) = ~ f (t -u)(IP(u) -]I) du (13) 0 then it follows from (I) and (2) that t var Nt = 2h'~(t)h
Using (7) and (13) 
(ll) now follows by combining (9), (14) and (16).
(iii)
follows directly from (ii).
Theorem 2 is a consequence of the fact that the eigenvalues of rA are rao,ral,...,rap, while the eigenvectors are the ssm~ as those of A.
Proof of Theorem 2: With the obvious extension in notation, we have from (15) that 
